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Figure 1. Key regions involved in the history of
strontium are London, Edinburgh, and Strontian.

he history of strontium encompasses the
length of Great Britain (Figure 1).
In the late 1700s the physician Adair

Crawford (1748-1795), a physician at the chari-
table St. Thomas Hospital' in Southwark (pro-
nounced Suth'-erk), was prescribing various
salts for his patients' ailments ranging from
tumors and scabs to fevers and swellings.
Southwark is across the Thames River from
London, in the East End of the South Bank
(Figure 2), historically the home of the laboring
class and a red light district. This bawdy area
had been the site of Shakespeare's Globe
Theatre and later would be a sorrowful source of
material for Charles Dickens' tales. One of
Crawford's favorite concoctions was muriated
barytes (barium chloride), which he found to be

a good "evacuant, deobstruent, and tonic."2

Many of the patients were being treated with

mercurial salts (discovered by Paracelsus some
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post office and can be found at the corner of High St.

two hundred years earlier to be the most effec-

tive treatment for venereal diseases3 ), Along
with treating scrofula and tumors, Adair
Crawford aspired to ameliorate the serious side

effects of this heavy metal medication wth his
muriated barytes. Crawford was a part-time
lecturer at Woolwich Arsenal, and he used the
services of the "Elaboratory" Chemist, William
Cruikshank, Surgeon of Artillery and to the
Medical Department,' who prepared the
medicaments.2 Cruikshank tested salts from

various geographical locations, one of which
was Strontean [sic], Scotland. His experiments

suggested that this mineral "really possesses
different properties from the terra ponderosa

[barium carbonate] of Scheele and Bergman."2

These different properties included a different
solubility in cold water, a different amount of

'cold' arising from dissolution (i.e., different
heat of solution), and a different crystalline

form. Adair Crawford thus concluded that"It is
probable, indeed, that the Scotch mineral is a
new species of earth which has not hitherto

been sufficiently examined."2 In his paper Dr.

Figure 2. Lambeth (A). This is the present site of
St. Thomas Hospital and holds statues of King
Edward VI (outside) and of the famous "cripples"
(inside), all of which were at the old site in
Southwark. The entrance of the hospital is on
Lambeth Palace Road ((N 51' 29.99, W 00 07.01)
and is located 400 meters southwest of Waterloo
Underground Station. Also at the Lambeth site is
the Florence Nightingale Museum, which holds
memorabilia of the nursing profession.

Southwark (B). See inset in lower half of figure.
The old St. Thomas Hospital, now demolished, lay
roughly at the London Bridge Underground/Railroad

Station complex. A portion of the original wall still
stands (Remnant) which is now incorporated into a

and St. Thomas St. (N51'30.32, W 00" 05.36). The

Figure 3. The famous cripples which stood outside
the old St. Thomas Hospital. They now are on dis-
play inside the present St. Thomas Hospital.

Crawford cautioned that "From trials which
have been made with dogs it appears that a

very large dose of muriated barytes would
prove fatal. I therefore think it necessary to
caution those who are unskillful [sic] in medi-

cine, not to tamper with this remedy."2
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Old Operating Theatre Museum (Garret) is located 30 meters east on St. Thomas St. (N 51'30.30,W 00'

05.33); although not formally a part of St. Thomas Hospital, it was used for surgical operations. Guy's

Hospital (not shown) is 200 meters further southeast on St. Thomas St. and should not be confused with

the St. Thomas Hospital.
Woolwich (C). One reaches the sites of interest by taking a train to Woolwich Arsenal Railway Station

(not Woolwich Dockyards Railway Station), walking 200 meters north on Woolwich New Road and cross-
ing Plumstead (major road) to the entrance. The Royal Military Academy (where Crawford performed his
lectures and Cruikshank did his chemical analyses on barytes (and strontium) can be found by continuing

to walk 250 meters to the north (N 51' 29.64, E 00' 04.14).
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Figure 4. The Royal Military Acadlemy Building, where the actual
preparations of the barytes medication and analysis of the strontium
salts were made by Cruikshank. Inset: This building can be placed

during the Georgian period because of the "penny roller" style (thin
recessing) of jointing between bricks.
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Figure 6. Joseph Black Building, the chemistry
building, of the "King's Buildings" (new campus)

where Hope's samples reside.

In London the original St. Thomas Hospital
no longer exists; it was a victim of the railroad
age and was torn down and relocated in the

mid-1800s when tracks were laid just south of

the London Bridge. One can discover two rem-

nants of St. Thomas Hospital (Figure 2): part of

the original wall on High St. and the Old
Operating Theatre on St. Thomas Street. This

theatre is now a museum which holds collec-

tions of medical instruments and herbal medi-
cines and exhibits of surgical practices of St.

Thomas Hospital, one of the earliest sites of

anaesthesia use in 1846. This museum occupies
the roof garret of an 18th century church of St.

Thomas. Although not formally a part of the
hospital, it contained Britain's oldest operating

theatre. (Note 1) In front of St. Thomas Hospital

Figure 5. The original sample of strontium hydroxide of Charles Thomas Hope, over
200 years old, being carefully handled by Dr. Gavin Whittaker of the Department of
Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, curator of the departmental museum.

were the famous statues of "the cripples"which
reminded Londoners that the hospital's pur-
pose was to serve not the rich but the needy.
These statues were moved to the new site of the
hospital in Lambeth and may be viewed there
(Figure 3). (Note 2)

The actual site where the chemical prepara-
tions and analysis on muriated strontia were
done still exists at the Royal Military Academy
building (Figure 4) in Woolwich Arsenal (pro-
nounced "Wool'-ich"), 13 km east of London
on the Thames River (Figure 2). In this building

(Figure 4), the chemical lectures and analyses
were performed on the first floor. The muriated

barytes (or muriated strontia) would be pre-
pared by simply dissolving barytes (barium
carbonate) or"Strontean barytes"in hydrochlo-
ric acid and heating. References exist to both
Crawford and Cruikshank in the Arsenal's
records:' "March 1788 Dr. Allen [sic] Crawford
appointed Lecturer in chemistry and Mr.

Cruikshank to be his assistant." A second and
last entry states "Dr. Rolls to take over in view

of Cruikshank's illness, 1803." When we visit-
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Figure 7. In Edinburgh, Scotland, the Castle (A) is the prominent
feature. The Old College of the University of Edinburgh (B, N 55'

es g' 56.85, W 03' 11.17) on South Bridge (street) was the campus during the
G ' 19th century. The Playfair Library at (B) holds an interesting exhibit on

® Joseph Lister and also a statue of Charles Thomas Hope. The famous
4 work on elements of Charles Thomas Hope (strontium), Joseph Black

6 (magnesium), and Daniel Rutherford (nitrogen) was in a chemical
laboratory predating the Old College, demolished long ago, and locat-

ed just east of Old Campus at the present site of South Bridge (street)
itself The Royal Museum of Scotland (C, N 55 56.85, W 03' 11.17)

holds many exhibits on the science of Edinburgh, including those of
Joseph Black and Charles Thomas Hope. The present chemistry

building is the Joseph Black Building (D, N 55' 55.44, W 03'
10.58, on West Mains Road) on the modern campus (called

"King's Buildings") 2.5 kilometers south of the Old College
on Mayfield Road An interesting display of historical

® chemical artifacts is housed there, including original
samples of barium and strontium hydroxides of

Charles Thomas Hope. The only memorial to Daniel Rutherford (the discoverer of nitrogen) is the
Daniel Rutherford Building (Cell and Molecular Biology), located 400 meters southeast (E, N 55'
55.33, W 03' 10.25). All that remains of the old Botanic Gardens, where both Daniel Rutherford

and Charles Thomas Hope were keepers, is a narrow park area 200 meters long along Hopetoun

Crescent (F, N 55'57.69, W 03' 11.05), 150 meters northwest of Leith Walk. The original Botanic
Gardens (predating Rutherford's and Hope's gardens) is memorialized by a plaque in the present
Waverly Railway Station (G, N 55 57.15, W 03' 11.52) on the wall along the main inner drop-off
area.
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Figure 8. Strontian is in western Scotland, and can be reached by driving north
from Glasgow, then crossing Loch Linnhe on the Corran Ferry (N 56' 43.30, W
05' 14.06) and proceeding westward. Loch Linnhe is well-known for the large
schools of jellyfish observed during ferry rides. Interesting tourist attractions in
the area include Ben Nevis, the tallest peak in Scotland (4406 feet) where snow
might be seen, and Loch Ness where monsters probably will not be seen.
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Figure 13. Famous Bell's grove, where (insets) barium minerals (left) and galena
(right) can be easily found.
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Figure 9. Entering the Strontian area after crossing
Loch Linnhe via ferry. "Strontis" itself is Gaellic for
"place where barges could cross the water.

Figure 10. The original lead smelter of Strontian,
now used as a post office.

Figure 12. Brooding landscape, while driving up
the road to the Strontian mine.
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Figure 11. Strontian area. The present post office
(A, N 56' 41.47, W 05' 34.09) was once the
smelter for the mines. To reach the mines, drive
west from A, cross the Strontian River bridge (B,
N 56 41.76, W 05' 34.37); drive north 1.6 km
and take the left fork at C (N 56' 42.49, W 05'
33.76). After 3.0 km further, Bell's Grove (D, N
56' 43.72, W 05 32.84) may be reached, which is
well known to the mineralogists as a source of rich
specimens. After 0.6 km further, the mine area is
reached (E, N 56' 43.95, W 05' 32.47) where
several shafts may be found. The largest mine area
is 0.4 km west (F, N56' 44.03, W 05"32.84).
Although one can no longer enter the mines them-
selves, extensive excavation has exposed much, and
many interesting mineral specimens may still be
found.

ed the Royal Arsenal (summer of 2001), it was
closed because of major renovation, but we
were able to tour the facility owing to the kind
hospitality and special arrangements of the
personnel (see Acknowledgments). At some
future time after major development, the
Arsenal will be open to the public as a histori-
cal site. (Note 3)

Although Dr. Adair Crawford was the first to
recognize the new earth, the first careful work

on strontium was peformed in 1798 by Thomas
Charles Hope of the University of Edinburgh.'
He noticed that the properties of strontia com-
pounds were intermediate "but clearly distin-
guishable" from those of calcium and barium.
He also noted that the three elements could be
distinguished by the colors of their flames
"brick-red for calcium, brilliant scarlet of stron-
tium, and green of barium."' Although the lab-
oratory where Hope performed his analyses is
gone (Note 4), his original samples of strontium
hydroxide "over 200 years old"still exist! (Figure

5) They are stored in the museum section of the
University of Edinburgh, in the Joseph Black
(Chemistry) Building (Figure 6) at King's
Buildings (i.e., the new campus) in Edinburgh.
(Figure 7)

The mineral itself from which strontium was
procured was strontianate (SrCO 3), obtained
from the lead (Pb) mines of Strontia (pro-
nounced stron-TEE-a), Scotland. (Figure 8) We
reached this site by automobile from Glasgow,
Scotland. Entering "Strontia"territory (Figure 9),
the road was commonly a one-lane venture;
thus, we did not have to remember on which
side of the road to drive. Frequently, there was
a widening of the road to allow vehicles to pass
one another. When two vehicles met, one vehi-
cle would back up to the nearest aneurism and
let the other pass.

Strontia is a tiny village with one hotel,
which in early June had plenty of room. At the
local pub, we asked about the history of the vil-
lage and the mines. Everybody knew plenty:
The present post office (Figure 10) used to be
the smelter, the mines themselves could be eas-
ily reached by road (Figure 11), and there still
remained scattered galena (PbS) which was the
source of the mined lead. The patrons pointed
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Figure 16. Rich veins of minerals are abundant in this mine area.
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Figure 14. One of many shafts which led down to
the lead mines. These shafts have not been filled in
and are very dangerous to explore.

outside the window: The ore would be hauled
down from the hills, smelted, and shipped out
to sea via Loch Sunart (Figure 11).

As we drove up the hillside to the mines, we
encountered a mystic landscape (Figure 12). On
the way, we passed through Bell's Grove
(Figure 13), a site famous for its barium miner-
als, such as harmotome (barium zeolite).
Indeed, at that site we had no problem in find-
ing "ponderous" minerals as well as galena
(Figure 13, inset). Further up the hill were the
mines themselves, frequent open shafts that
had not been filled in (Figure 14), as was seen
previously, such as the Himmelsfiirst mine in
Germany;' instead, they were fenced off for
safety. The main mine itself was huge (Figure
15), and on the walls rich veins of minerals

could be spotted, notably with the alkaline
earth carbonates (Figure 16). The classic stron-
tianite itself (Figure 17) was green and fibrous.
This was one of the most interesting mine areas
we had ever visited, with fascinating minerals
in abundance!

A final chapter of strontium would take us to
the Royal Institution in London where Sir
Humphry Davy prepared it in the elemental
state," but we should defer this story until we
can devote more time to the activities of Davy
and of the Institution.

Strontium played an important part in the
development of the Periodic Table. Johann
Wolfgang D6bereiner of Jena, Germany, devel-
oped the concept of the triads. While Hope had
noticed that strontium was intermediate in its
properties between calcium and barium,
D6bereiner quantified the triad phenomenon

Figure 17. The original mineral, where it all start-
ed: this strontianite (SrCO3 ) specimen from the
region is green and fibrous.

with these three elements: the equivalent of
strontium (42.5) was the arithmetic mean of
those of calcium (20) and barium (65).9
D6bereiner later generalized this phenomenon
with the triads Cl, Br, and I; S, Se, and Te; and P,
As, and Sb. 0 Such patterns suggest an underly-
ing pattern that was finally elucidated by Meyer
and Mendeleev in 1869 with their discovery of
the Periodic Table."
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Notes
Note 1. St. Thomas Hospital should not be con-
fused with Guy's Hospital which exists today,
across St. Thomas Street from the Old
Operating Theatre (Figure 2). The history of St.
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E. Gordon FOSTER, Alpha '39, 83, died February
16, 2002, in Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA. He received
his B.S. and Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin. He worked briefly for DuPont and
the University of Louisville before beginning a
35-year career with Shell Oil. His work led to
15 patents and numerous journal articles.

Burton B. KNAPP, Alpha '34, 91, died February
20, 2002, in Hyannis, MA. He received his B.A.
from Carleton College in 1933 and his Ph.D. in
physical chemistry from the University of
Wisconsin in 1937. He worked for the
International Nickel Company. During this time
he received 27 patents and published numerous
papers, many related to electroplating and nickel-
chromium coatings.

Glenn S. KUHLMAN, Delta '89, 31, died June
28, 2002, as the result of an auto accident. He
received his B.S. and M.S. in chemical engineer-
ing from the University of Missouri-Columbia.
He was a chemical engineer for Bio-Foods in
Oskaloosa, Kansas. He is survived by wife Fanta
and child Clorisse.

Carl E. RECKNAGEL, Alpha Delta '27, 95, died
February 19, 2002, in Santa Barbara, CA. He
received his B.S. in chemical engineering from
the University of Cincinnati in 1930. He had a
39-year career as a pilot for United Airlines.

Thomas Hospital dates back 1000 years to char-
itable monasteries in the area. The original hos-
pital was built in the twelfth century and was
named for Thomas Becket (1118-1170); the
hospital was endowed by Edward VI in 1552.
After the great fire of London in 1666 and sub-
sequent fires in Southwark in the late 1600s, a
new building was constructed in 1693; this was
the building in which Crawford practiced. An
attempt to procure more information from the
St. Thomas archives, regarding Adair Crawford
(including optimistically hoping for a portrait!),
proved fruitless. A large volume dating from
1819,1 describes in detail the organization and
operations of the hospital.

Note 2. The hospital moved to its current site in
Lambeth (Figure 2) in 1862. Florence
Nightingale (1820-1910), the founder of mod-
ern nursing, set up a training school for nurses
at the old site in Southwark which was trans-
ferred to the Lambeth site. A Florence

Nightingale Museum exists at Lambeth cover-
ing interesting features of her life and times.

Note 3. In the 1500s the Woolwich Dockyard
was founded on the Thames River which
played an important part in supporting the
King's Navy. Through the following years the
site developed into an Arsenal for weapons and
a storehouse for gunpowder and saltpeter, and

then into a munitions and guns factory in 1696.
Later the Royal Regiment of Artillery was

developed in the 1700s. The Royal Laboratory
was built during this time and was instrumen-

tal in developing munitions and explosives
from then on. In 1854 an official office of

Ordnance Chemist was established and
Frederick Abel (who invented cordite, a mixture
of nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, and petrolatum
extruded into cords) held the first appointment.

Woolwich was active and important during the
Crimean War, the Boer War, and particularly
World War I, when 80,000 workers were

employed. During the next World War, the

threat of air attacks mandated the dispersal of

the muntions and armament activities
throughout the country. Woolwich is still home
to the famous Arsenal Football Club.

Note 4. The"Old College," close to the center of

the city (Figure 7) is over two hundred years old
but is still not old enough to claim the chem-
istry laboratories of the Black, Rutherford, and
Hope of the late 1700s. Joseph Black quantita-

tively differentiated between magnesium and
calcium in his studies of fixed air, or carbon
dioxide, and is considered by some to be the
discoverer of magnesium. His student Daniel
Rutherford discovered phlogisticated air, or
nitrogen (he is not to be confused with Ernest
Rutherford of a century later). These three sci-
entists performed their work in chemical labo-

ratories which the authors have located at a site
just east of the present Old College and actual-
ly under present South Bridge. 2 A bust of Hope
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James J. DRAUTMAN, Tau '52, and Dr.
Deldon Anne McNeely of Virginia Beach, VA,
were married on June 28, 2002. He has retired
from careers in low temperature physics, teach-
ing physics and chemistry at several colleges. In
addition, he was an award-winning journalist.

Robert and Jennifer DUFF, Gamma Iota '96
and '98, announce the arrival of Rachael Marie
Duff born June 25, 2002, at 20.75"and 7bs 15oz.
Mother and child are doing well.

Andrew HARNED, Gamma Iota '96, is the
recipient of the ACS Division of Organic
Chemistry "Nelson J. Leonard Fellowship,"
sponsored by Organic Syntheses for the
2002-2003 year.

Harold R. HAY, Alpha '30, was awarded an
Honorary M. Arch. degree on June 8, 2002 in
recognition of his interdisciplinary career
achievements. In 1935, while at Monsanto, he
developed pentachlorophenol to worldwide
use as a wood preservative. In 1945, Brother
Hay developed a patented process to activate
sodium silicates for use as a coagulant aid in
water purification. With this knowledge of
building materials, he embarked upon solar
energy processes for replacing air conditioners
and solar stills for saline and waste water recov-
ery. His wide, interdisciplinary range and
inventiveness resulted in both of his processes
being recognized by the US government as the
best that had ever been achieved. In 1976, after
building a demonstration house in California,
he received the only American Revolution
Bicentennial Award from President Ford for the
category, "Solar Energy and Environment." His
thermal control methods were subsequently
tested in different climates by various third par-
ties and were reported to"outperform any other

is displayed at the Playfair Library at the Old
College. A Daniel Rutherford Building (biology)
exists at the new campus (Figure 7) which
houses Cell and Molecular Biology. Both Hope
and Rutherford were Regius Keepers13 of the
Royal Garden, then situated off Leith Walk,
where botany lectures were given each sum-
mer. Only a tiny remnant of this garden, an
unmarked wooded park, still exists (Figure 7).
The Royal Museum holds important exhibits
devoted to Thomas Charles Hope and Joseph
Black, as well as other scientists (Figure 7).
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pesticides, cold fusion, and genetic engineering.
He was also one of the first writers to tell the
public about then new consumer products such
as soft contact lenses and artificial sweeteners.

Kauffman, a Guggenheim Fellow and con-
tributing editor of nine journals, is famous in
scientific circles for the variety, quality, and
sheer volume of his publications, which
include more than 1750 scientific papers and
sixteen books, among them books intended for
the general reader and for high school students
and their teachers, counselors, and parents.
One of his nominators for the award called
him a"consummate missionary for the chemi-
cal sciences.

The Helen M. FREE Award was established
in 1995 to recognize outstanding achievements
in public outreach. As 1993 president of the
ACS and in her many years of service to the
society, Dr. Free initiated programs and activi-
ties designed to improve the public's aware-
ness of chemistry's contributions to the quality
of daily life.

Matthew J. PEIRCE, Alpha '89, has opened
up his own law firm in Las Vegas, Nevada, spe-
cializing in intellectual property matters,
including patents, trademarks, litigation, unfair
competition, and trade secrets. Mr. Peirce
received an undergraduate degree in biochem-
istry in 1991 from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. He then proceeded to work with
Agracetus for two years with the Trans-
formation Services Group introducing new
DNA into cotton and soybean plants using the
then-novel "gene gun" technology. Mr. Peirce
subsequently graduated from Drake Law
School in 1996 with a dual JD/MBA degree.
While at Drake, Mr. Peirce interned with
Pioneer Hibred and worked directly with
Pioneer's patent attorneys, assisting them in
patent drafting, patent research, various litiga-
tion matters, and other related areas. Mr. Peirce
has been a licensed patent attorney since 1996
and is also licensed to practice in the state
courts of Iowa and Nevada. Mr. Peirce desires to
work with Alpha Chi Sigma members, includ-
ing their companies and universities, regarding
science, biotech, and mechanical inventions
and innovations. Mr. Peirce presently has seven
"issued" patents and currently has many more

applications in process with the Patent and
Trademark Office. Mr. Peirce's office address is

as follows: 330 S. 3rd St. #1005, Las Vegas, NV
89101. Phone: (702) 366-9990. Fax: (702) 366-
9991. Email: courthouseman@aol.com.

Natasha SKOGERBOE, Alpha Upsilon '00,
was recently profiled on the Michigan State

University web page for her excellence in ten-
nis. She graduated in May 2001 with a degree in
Human Biology and plans on attending med-

ical school to become a surgeon.
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